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The Malawi Judiciary 

IN THE INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COURT OF MALAWI 

MZUZU REGISTRY 

IRC MATTER NUMBER 48 OF 2014 

BETWEEN 

MCWELLINGS KASONDA ............................................................................. APPLICANT 

AND 

CARLSBERG (MALAWI) LIMITED .................................................................. RESPONDENT 

CORAM: HIS HONOUR K.D MLUNGU, DEPUTY CHAIRPERSON 

MR. KISA MWAFULIRWA, EMPLOYERS' PANELIST 

MR. ALEXANDER LUNGU, EMPLOYEES' PANELIST 

MR. CHRISTON GHAMBI, APPLICANT'S COUNSEL 

MR. LEONARD MBULO, RESPONDENT'S COUNSEL 

MR. WASHINGTON MWENELUPEMBE, COURT CLERK 

JUDGEMENT 

The applicant commenced the present action against the respondent alleging unfair 

dismissal in that he was dismissed without valid reasons. He therefore seeks the remedy of 

reinstatement or alternatively compensation as per his I.R .C form 1 and terminal benefits. 

However in his submission through his counsel, the applicant also alleges procedural 

unfairness in that the charge against the applicant had no basis as there was no citation 
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of its source and let alone provision from where it was sourced and that the charge is 

misplaced, exaggerated and unproportional to what actually happened to the fleet. 

Therein, there is no prayer for reinstatement but only compensation and terminal benefits. 

THE APPLICANT'S EVIDENCE 

l) He stated that was he employed by the respondent on 14th May, 2001. On 9th January, 

2013, he was called by his bosses to come on the following day and he obliged. When 

he arrived there, they showed him vehicle Fleet Numberl 2/05 and was asked about the 

fuel tank whereby he replied that he knew nothing of it. He was suspended from work 

immediately on allegations that he tampered with and damaged the fuel tank in issue. 

He appeared before the disciplinary hearing on 16th January, 2013 to answer the said 

charge and he denied it as he was off duty the whole of that week; and that his 

colleague, Mr. E. Chikafa, was in charge of the said vehicle in that week and he properly 

handed over everything when he was going for the said one week off duty. 

On 4th February 2013, he was dismissed from employment without valid reasons and there 

was procedural unfairness; He went on to conclude that he has never appeared before 

any disciplinary hearing nor reprimanded for anything before this incident. 

During cross - examination, he stated that he did not have the employment letter, the 

dismissal letter and the confirmation letter as well as the last pay slip of his salary though 

he knew that he was coming for the hearing of his case. 

THE RESPONDENT'S CASE 

RW 1: VONA KAVUMBA 

He told the court that he works for the respondent as the Regional Workshop Manager 

(South). He said that in January, 2013, they received a report from Transport Equipment 

Manufacturers (TEM) who supplies then with MAN TRUCKS and are service providers in 

terms of maintenance of the respondent's motor vehicles; That one of the motor vehicles 

was tampered with, Fleet Number 12/05 which was being used by the applicant and as 

such they invited the applicant to a disciplinary hearing in relation to the charge of 

tampering with and damaging fuel tank of this vehicle. He went on to say that the 
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applicant failed to defend himself during the disciplinary hearing in relation to the charge 

of tampering with and damaging a fuel tank of this vehicle. He went on to say that the 

applicant failed to defend himself during.the disciplinary hearing held on 16th January, 

2013 and was found guilty after he accepted that the fuel tank was tampered with whilst 

in his custody and as such there were valid reasons for his dismissal and procedural 

fairness, i.e, he was accorded the right to be heard. 

RW 2: LAWRENCE MAJEZA 

He stated under oath that he works for the respondent as a Regional Deployment Planner 

(South) but by the material time, he was Transport Planning Manager. He went on to say 

that the applicant and other drivers were notified about the disciplinary code in relation 

to the discharge of their duties. The rest of his evidence is materially similar to that of RWl, 

hence no need to restate it. 

THE LEGAL ISSUE 

Whether the applicant's dismissal was unfair. 

THE APPLICABLE LAW 

Section 57 of the Employment Act provides as follows: 

( 1 J The employment of an employee shall not be terminated by an employer unless 

there is a valid reason for such a termination connected with the capacity or 

conduct of the employee or based on the operational requirements of the 

undertaking. 

(2) The employment of dn employee shall not be terminated for reasons connected 

with his capacity or conduct before the employee is provided an opportunity to 

defend himself against the allegations made unless the employer cannot 

reasonably be expected to provide the opportunity. 

Section 58 of the Employment Act provides: 

"A dismissal is unfair if it is not in conformity with section 57 or a constructive dismissal 

pursuant to section to section 60." 
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Section 61 of the said Employment Act provides for proof of reason for dismissal and it 

states as follows: 

( l) In any claim or complaint arising out of the dismissal of an employee, it shall be for 

the employer to provide the reason for dismissal and if the employer to provide 

the reason for dismissal and if the employer fails to do so, there shall be a 

conclusive presumption that the dismissal was unfair. 

(2) In addition to proving that an employee was dismissed for reasons stated in section 

57 ( 1), an employer shall be required to show that in all circumstances of the case 

he acted with justice and equity in dismissing the employee. 

ANALYSIS OF THE EVIDENCE AND THE APPLICABLE LAW 

The applicant invite this court, in determining whether the applicant's dismissal was fair 

or not, to consider both the procedural and substantive justice. He argues that on 

procedural justice the court has to look at whether or not by not disclosing the source of 

the charge by document and provision the respondent infringed the applicant's right to 

be heard; whether or not by not conducting an independent investigation the 

respondent breached natural justice rules . 

On substantive justice, the applicant invite us to consider the question on whether or not 

the applicant intentionally tampered and damaged the tank of motor vehicle Fleet 

Number 12/05 and if so, whether he was liable for summary dismissal . 

When both respondent's witnesses were cross - examined, they said that the applicant 

had the responsibility to check that each time he is being handed over the vehicle, the 

vehicle was without defect. In this case, the applicant failed to discharge this 

responsibility by failing to report any damage caused to the company property and as 

such he was found guilty of sabotage. 

On whether sabotage is an offence under the respondent's Conditions of Service, we 

have not been provided with the same in evidence but from exhibit LM2, Minutes of the 

Disciplinary Hearing on 'Recommendation' it is stated thus: 
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• The Panel recommends that Messrs. E. Chafa, M.A. Lumbe, G. Mkwandala and 

M.J. Kasonda be summarily dismissed in line with section 13.6 (b) of Company's 

conditions of service. 

This was after the panel on 'Conclusion' hod said: 

• The panel which presided over this case found ..... M.J Kasonda guilty for 

( sabotage; whereby they have tampered with company vehicles which they 

have been using. 

On the argument to do with sufficiency of investigation, we wish to agree with the 

applicant's counsel that when the applicant was called for disciplinary hearing, 

the minutes indicated that there was no overwhelming evidence against the 

applicant. We quote the said part: PANEL'S OBSERVATIONS: The panel observed 

that: 

• There is no overwhelming evidence as who has tampered with the fuel tanks but 

the truth is that the vehicles have been discovered tampered whilst in their care 

and they have failed to report any damage caused to company property, 

hence, they are all responsible for the damage. 

On this aspect, we resort to the case of CHITEMBEYA -V- MALAWI POSTS 

CORPORATION Matter Number IRC 87 of 2001, where the court said of 

investigation: 

"In all cases of misconduct, investigation form part and parcel of the disciplinary 

process. An action cannot be taken against an allegation that he was 

insubordinate and rude without making enquiries from the employee and other 

concerned members. In the investigations, the employee must be given an 

opportunity to confront his accusers with a view to establish the truth or substance 

of the allegations. Aarons E. Ed. Termination of Employment: [Tolley's Employment 

Service, issue 5 (December 2000) page [2/29] suggests the following key points to 

be observed before dismissing for misconduct: 

1 . . "Acting reasonably when dismissing for misconduct involves investigation and 

giving the employee a chance to respond before dismissal; 
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2. The employer should always avoid actual prejudgmental and bias and should 

strive to ensure that there is no appearance of such problems either; 

3. This means that no decision to .dismiss should be taken until the employer has 

carried out a full investigation and heard and considered the employee's 

representations; 

4. Sufficient investigation must take place to enable the employer to form a 

genuine and reasonable belief of misconduct by the employee or group of 

employees; 

5. The employee is entitled to be heard in his own defence and to argue against 

dismissal." 

Going by the evidence there is lack of clarity as to which offence really led to the 

dismissal of the applicant. In cross- examination, the respondent's witnesses seem to 

suggest that the dismissal was not because of damaging and tempering but due to 

failure to report damage. This is surprising in that the law places the burden of proving the 

reasons for dismissal of an employee on the employer. 

As it was stated in the case of MAHOWE -V- MALAWI HOUSING CORPOLATION, Civil 

Cause 3687 of 2000 (unrep.) H.C. that: 

"It is clear and sound law that to justify dismissal for one act of disobedience or 

misconduct it has to be of a grave and serious nature. The court usually examines the 

reason given for termination of employment and the act of misconduct and try to find 

out if the termination is justified. If the reason is not supported by the evidence the court 

may conclude that there was no justification for the plaintiff's dismissal . This was the case 

in Mvula -v- Norse lnternqtional Ltd 15 MLR 331, at P. 366 to 337 per Makuta C.J. 

The court proceeded to say: 

"It is for the employer to show that reason for dismissal . If there is more than one reason 

for the dismissal he must show the principal reason for the dismissal. The reason must be 

a substantial reason of a kind such as to justify the dismissal and it is for the court to 

determin.e whether the employee has acted reasonably in dismissing for the reason 

which is determined in accordance with equity and the substantial merits of the case. 
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Smith -v- Hoyle Town Council [1978] 1 LR 996." 

On whether, the respondent was entitled to dismiss the applicant summarily, recourse 

had to be to section 59 of the Employment Act. Thereunder the offence in the instant 

case is not there. Going by exhibit LM l, the punishment for vehicle damage where there 

is no accident report, the policy states, 'from now on, the operator will pay for these items 

unless an accident report is submitted upon return.' 

Such being the case it can be stated that the offence herein did not justify summary 

dismissal. From Cambridge Advance Leaners Dictionary 41h Ed and The Black's Law 

Dictionary, 91h Ed : sabotage connotes an intentional offence and this being the case, 

there was a duty on the part of the respondent to demonstrate that the applicant had 

an intention to destroy the tank or to prevent the success of the respondent, but they 

failed to do so on the requisite standard of proof which is on balance of probabilities . 

Further, it is an element of natural justice that the punishment must fit the offence and it 

is unfair to impose disciplinary action that is more excessive than is reasonable under the 

circumstances of the case. See: MATIPWIRI -V-SECURICOR (MW) LTD Matter Number IRC 

131 of 2001. 

A court, in deciding fairness of the action taken,. may consider the nature of the offence 

and the penalty imposed regard being had to section 56 and 57 of the Employment Act. 

In the instant case, we cannot even begin to show that the misconduct of the applicant 

was grave in nature because the respondent has failed to show that it was the applicant 

who committed the act. Alternatively, from the exhibit LM 1 and section 59 of the 

Employment Act and in the absence of the respondent's Disciplinary Code even if the 

applicant would have been the one who committed the offence, the offence was not 

grave enough to warrant summary dismissal. 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

It is found that the summary dismissal of the applicant is not justifiable and is unfair. 

The applicant is therefore entitled to the remedy fought, that is, compensation and 

terminal benefits as prayed for in the final submissions. 
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MADE This 11th December, 2018 

-

K.D~U 
DEPUTY. C~:~~SON 

KISSA MWAFULIRWA 
EMPLOYERS' PANELIST 

ALEXANDER LUNGU 
EMPLOYEES' PANELIST 
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